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There has been an upsurge in interest in family history in Australia in recent times, especially since it 
ceased to be a shameful or embarrassing thing to have convict ancestors. Indeed, convict ancestry - 
especially if 'First Fleet' ancestry - has become a source of pride and celebration for many. Catherine 
Dewhirst's article 'A Sense of being Italian' demonstrates family history at its best - well researched, 
engaging and clearly propelled by the personal passion of the author. In this case, the focus is not 
convict origins but Italian heritage, something of personal meaning to so many Australians and of such 
historical significance to the nation.
'The study of family history is no longer regarded in Australia simply as 'ancestor hunting'. Its significance in 
specialized fields of research is now widely recognized. For the historian, genealogical research provides the 
essential background to biography, but it can offer, as well, new and illuminating perspectives' (Gray 1973:120). 
This affirmation about the value of family history comes from one of Australia's foremost family historians, Nancy 
Gray. Her argument is supported by work in historical anthropology, sociology and cultural geography as well as 
identity and transnational studies (see Segalen 1996, Gans 1979, and Nash 2003). From research into my own 
family, family history has informed a sense of identity across several generations, leading to certain 'new and 
illuminating perspectives' about migrant legacies. Yet, as Gray suggests, the reputation of family history has not 
always been regarded well in the professional discipline of history. 
The family is one of the most spectacular features of society, fundamental to the human condition and a solid 
institution. Historical anthropologist, Martine Segalen (1996:377) refers to the family as 'a site of reaction and 
resistance' because of the innovative ways that families have adapted to sweeping changes across history. This is 
particularly relevant to Australia. Here families have responded to dramatic changes from warfare and depression to 
Americanisation and globalisation (Gilding 1999:41). In the face of radical change, such as migration, dispossession 
and upward mobility, families will often employ symbolic tools to survive. Family history itself is one such symbolic 
tool. , In examining a ten generation Creole family in Louisiana, USA, using family history, sociologist, Francis 
Woods (1972:359) explained: 'Blood relationships, no matter how remote, can have a great binding force'. Family 
history helps create feelings of belonging, attachment to place, or a sense of identity.
Recent censuses are starting to reveal how family history is important to Australians. In the 2006 Census 
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Australians collectively claimed over 250 ancestries with 400 different languages being spoken at home (ABS 2007). 
In response to the ancestry question, having an Italian ancestry ranked fifth after Australian, English, Irish, and 
Scottish. Ancestral connections suggest interest in family heritage. In fact, in the 1990s, 'the family' was considered 
the most important feature of life for Australians (Gilding 1999:254). Yet, census data cannot paint the complete 
picture. In my family, I have more English and Irish heritage although my parents, grandparents and great-
grandparents were all born in Australia. The paradox for me was that growing up I had more an impression of being 
from Italian stock than I did of an English, Irish or Australian heritage. I am a fifth generation Italian with 1/16 of 




Giovanni Pullè, circa 1883 
 
Courtesy of Miss Venetia Stombuco
 
 
Sarah (McFarlane) Pullè (1858-1941) 
 
Courtesy of Contessa Luisa Pullè Grieco
Briefly, Giovanni Pullè's story was one of that strange mixture of a privileged gentleman and an Italian migrant. He 
was born in Modena, the capital of the Italian region of Emilia Romagna today - known more as Lucciano Pavarotti's 
natal city than the capital of balsamic vinegar. But Pullè was not the quintessential Italian migrant. He came from a 
family of Veronese counts and was one of nine surviving children. His father, Count Carlo Pullè, was a cavalier from 
Verona while his mother, Virginia Ricci, was a noblewoman from Fanano, near Modena. Oral family history told of 
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how their fifth child, Giovanni, had dreamt of travelling to Australia when he was young. Arriving in Brisbane in 
1876 he had planned to return to Italy after about two years. But he stayed and married a local-born woman, Sarah 
McFarlane, of Irish parentage. 
 
 
Carlo Pullè (1819-1898) 
 
Courtesy of the Riccione Pullès
 
 
Virginia (Ricci) Pullè (1826-1889) 
 
Courtesy of the Riccione Pullès
Giovanni Pullè and his wife had seven children: Ethel, Margarita, Leopoldo, Ivy, Irene, Mario and Guido. Leopoldo 
was my great-grandfather (my Nonna's father). (See how I trace my ancestry back to Pullè in a sketch of my family 
tree below.)
My Place in the Pullè Family Tree
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Pullè initially worked for the colonial Queensland Survey Office for around five years before branching out into an 
import-export business. He moved his family and business to Sydney after the disastrous floods and bank closures 
in 1893, later starting a macaroni-making business. What they called pasta back then was 'macaroni'. Pullè's 
Excelsior Macaroni Factory stayed in the family for three generations.
As a prominent businessman Pullè also invested in Australia's first two bilingual Italian newspapers, between 1905 
and 1915, for which he was the chief editor. He worked to encourage the community formation of Italians across 
Australia as well as for further Italian immigration. (There were approximately 6,000 Italians living in Australia in 
1906.) His prominence was something his descendants have expressed pride in. Pullè died in Sydney and is buried 
at Waverly Cemetery in Sydney.
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Excelsior Macaroni Factory Logo   
Tombstone of Giovanni and Sarah Pullè, 
held by great, great-grandsons, 
Adam Dewhirst and Timothy Dewhirst, 
Waverly Cemetery, Sydney
 
'Anthropology at Home' 
Pullè had always fascinated me as a child. I was inspired to investigate him as a result of his influence on my 
family: it seemed many family members had a persistent connection with their Italian heritage. However, one of the 
traditional guidelines in researching history is providing unbiased discussion. Is it possible to research your own 
family impartially? Prominent world historian, Eric Hobsbawm (1991:12-13), reminds us that we have to put our 
private convictions aside in the discipline of history. After all, I could be accused of what Graeme Davison (2000:80) 
calls 'ancestor worship'. As Davison (2000:84) explains, the problem is that 'the average family history may appear 
not only trivial but almost inscrutable. It seems plotless, disconnected, unselective.' 
My subjective position was critical to researching my family: it gave me access to family members with the kind of 
trust that cannot be bought; and my knowledge and experience of family life allowed me to connect quickly with the 
nuances of the family's past. Ethnographers call this doing 'anthropology at home' (Jackson 1987).
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Janesick (1994:122) argues that that no researcher, however removed from her or his subject, can produce 
research devoid of values or bias . Our cultural and religious backgrounds, gender, age, and education matter; 
neutrality does not exist: 
Whether one is familiar with or a stranger to the culture one is working on, there are no absolute 
grounds for considering the degree of cultural difference between object and observer as either an 
obstacle or an advantage. (Segalen and Zonabend 1987:110-111)
Either as an 'insider' or as an 'outsider', it is your awareness of your status with your subject that matters. How 
then might this stance apply to family history?
Science and Memories 
There are two fundamental components to family history. It is both a science and an accumulation of memories that 
are shared or not shared. 
In terms of its scientific basis, genealogy plays a central role in family history. In fact, historian, William Rubinstein 
(2004:269) claims that genealogy and family history are one and the same. A 'genealogy' creates a family tree from 
biological and marital links 'showing the ancestry, descent and relationship of the members of a family...' (Delbridge 
et al. 1995:627). It also illustrates each generation's connection to the past. 
In my family, I did not have to draw up the family history. In other words, I did not have to pay $20 for each 
certificate of birth, marriage or death from the Births, Deaths and Marriages government registries and archives to 
piece together dates of my ancestors and their relationships within the family. (If I had had to do this, I would not 
have been able to eat. My family is enormous. Remember the film, My Big Fat Greek Wedding?). I was fortunate to 
be the recipient of the arduous work of two family genealogists, one Italian, the other Australian.
 
 
Margaret Ryan with her late husband, Boyd Ryan, 1997
Felice Pullè was 12 years younger than his brother, 
Giovanni Pullè. Like others of their generation, Felice 
remained in Italy, becoming a surgeon with some military 
experience as well. He compiled the first Pullè family tree 
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Felice Pullè (1866-1962) 
 
Courtesy of the Riccione Pullès
in 1931 which included stories, focused on the family in 
Italy. Half a world away, and in another era, Margaret 
Ryan compiled a second Pullè family tree. Margaret is the 
wife of one of Pullè's grandsons, the late Boyd Ryan. Her 
family research focussed on the Pullès in Australia and it 
was finalised in 1986. Her genealogical work inspired the 
Pullè family reunion in 1999. Both periods - the 1930s 
and the 1980s - have some significance.
 
Background on Australian Genealogy 
People search for their ancestral roots in times of crisis. Periods of economic depression and recovery in history 
have therefore tended to signal a renaissance of genealogical enquiry. The world depression of the 1890s, the Great 
Depression of 1929-33, and the recession of the 1970s hit Australians hard. Despite a centuries-long history, 
genealogical research became prominent in America in the 1890s where 'native white and Protestant Americans' 
wished to separate themselves as the new élite from the melting pot of new migrants (Hobsbawm 2000:292). A 
similar phenomenon occurred in Australia during the 1920s and '30s in support of the 'pioneer legend' (Davison 
2000:90). Genealogies gained popular appeal in Australia from the late 1950s and '60s, at the same time as being 
neglected by professional historians (Curthoys 1987:447; Hamilton 1994:14). During the 1970s and '80s, inquiries 
into ancestral origins boomed again with the establishment of the Society of Australian Genealogists, in which Nancy 
Gray was instrumental (Curthoys 1987). Gray (1973:119) claimed that genealogies were reliant on sound historical 
records. 
Without the essential skeletal structure of a family tree, using family history for further enquiry has its limitations. 
Nevertheless, it is not only the scientific procedure of charting dates and names and relationships that is important 
here.
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The Italian Pullè family tree from Felice Pullè's genealogy with Giovanni placed fifth along the bottom line, 1931
The second important component for family history relates to memories: the telling of stories and the place of 
anecdotes. Families tend to leave limited traces of their movements, upheavals or experience, let alone what sense 
their members made of the world. The Pullè family is no exception. Apart from Giovanni Pullè's newspapers, few 
documents were preserved. Yet, as Australian historian, Stephen Garton (2003:62) tells us: '... what survives as 
evidence is only part of the picture.' Oral accounts can provide a rich insight into the lives of those long ago. The 
oral aspect of family history, however, has a shifting nature and is dependant on time, place, circumstance and the 
life cycle; that is, your age and experience. In other words, if you want to get to the truth by recording people's 
memories, you will be disappointed. 
Oral accounts of the past are full of perspectives. Truth is elusive and people are selective about what they 
remember and sometimes what they forget. Like the game of Chinese whispers, memories can only provide a 
perspective on what really happened. This tells us about the difficulties in sourcing the past through oral accounts. 
One way around this problem is by verifying any relevant leads through cross-referencing with other informants or 
by following up with primary source materials, like shipping records or newspapers, in the archives and libraries. 
Australian historian, Paula Hamilton (1994:14) states that oral testimony has always had a role in complementing 
the work of historians. For example, when Lucy Taska (1994:89) introduced the oral history interview into her 
research on the Spanish influenza epidemic in Australia in 1919, she found that '... far from being a hindrance or a 
fundamental problem to be avoided, [it] was of great value in uncovering a hidden layer of social history.' 
Nevertheless, just as Garton (2003:66) argues that history is also about sourcing and interpreting the silences in 
documents, there are silences in oral accounts too, which suggest gender issues. Recently, for instance, Peter Read 
(2003:133) found that middle-aged women tended to excel in being oral transmitters of family history whereas '... 
in working with men of any age we have to utilise the silences, the understatements, and the throw-away trivia that 
often conceal very deep emotions.' But memory remains only one problematic feature of family history for 
professional history.
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Family History's Reputation 
Apart from genealogy and memories, family history is also made up of landmarks that reveal peculiarities to do with 
families. Some of these are:
l     photographs 
l     artefacts or memorabilia (furniture, jewellery, other relics from the past) 
l     traditions (language, religion, rituals, names, recipes) 
l     anniversaries (important events in the past) 
l     reunions (extended family members) 
l     sites (homestead, departure and arrival points, place of business, country of origin) 
l     archival film footage or home videos 
l     a 'family history book' publication 
You could probably add to this list too from your own experience. 
With so little left behind as family members pass away, these landmarks provide families with a sense of belonging 
and identity. Yet, this list characterises family history as antiquarian history of which academic historians have 
traditionally been dismissive. As a form of antiquarian history, family history suffers the usual criticism of being 
'flawed by the lack of a viewpoint' (Davison 2000:17). But, there are more serious reasons why family history has 
not tended to be taken seriously. Historically, it has been misused for power and status or used for dubious 
ideological means. 
Misues and Abuse of Family History
While genealogical research has existed for centuries, it was frequently taken up in the period of the ancien régime 
[Old Regime] in Europe as a means for social, economic and sometimes political status. It was the French comic 
playwright, Molière, who famously announced the arrival of the bourgeois class through a series of plays, especially 
The Bourgeois Gentleman (1670). Molière mocked the pretensions and ambitions of the emerging middle classes, 
their aping of aristocratic manners and lifestyle, and the 'vulgarity' of what their money could buy, like estates with 
titles (Calandra and Roberts 1991:86; Gains 1984:42-3). Increasingly, over the nineteenth century families of the 
bourgeoisie flaunted money to buy titles and privileges with invented hagiographies. Inventions that trace ancestors 
back to kings and queens, however, tend to illustrate the most outrageous myth-making. Family history thus gained 
a reputation for inaccuracy and fiction. In fact, some scholars have called genealogy 'not true history', 'mythical', 
'perceived experience', and 'folk history' (Tonkin et al. 1989:9-10). An even more sinister use of family history came 
into effect during the twentieth century with the racial supremacy policies of Adolf Hilter's Nazi regime. 
On 15 September 1935, Hilter ordered the Nuremberg Laws which 'redefined German citizenship' and 
disenfranchised Jews, forbidding them to intermarry with those of German blood (Gilbert 1998:79-80). Heinrich 
Himmler is credited for implementing Hilter's program of racial purity. One aspect was his Lebensborn project which 
stemmed from an organisation that he had established in 1935, the Ancestral Heritage Society, through which he 
attempted to prove scientifically the racial superiority of the so-called Aryan race. On 28 October 1939, Himmler 
gave the 'Procreation Order' to breed a master race (Gilbert 1998:282). Catrine Clay and Michale Leapman (1995) 
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explain how the Lebensborn experiments produced human stud farms that were set up to assist in the breeding of 
the Aryan race. Mothers-to-be had to have a racially pure German record, while fathers-to-be came from hand-
picked SS officer corps. It is this kind of eugenic approach to family history that repelled not only academic 
historians, but also the general public. Rightly or wrongly, the focus on primordialism - ties by ancestry or blood - 
frequently makes people recall Nazi Germany.
A Persistent Italian Identity
Most scholars generally assume that assimilation processes corrode all evidence of a migrant ancestry by the third 
generation (grandchildren of the original immigrant). The children and grandchildren of migrants lose the language 
of origin and their cultural traditions recede. They start to marry outside the cultural group, disperse geographically, 
and become upwardly mobile. Yet, when Marcus Lee Hansen ([1938] 1996:205-6) gave an address in 1938 to the 
historical society of the Swedish-American community, he suggested that there was evidence of renewed interest by 
the third generation in their migrant ancestry. His thesis of the 'third generation return' expressed scepticism about 
assimilation trends. This view was later crystallised by sociologist, Herbert Gans (1979) as 'symbolic ethnicity'. 
Gans (1979:204) argues that even a migrant descendant of the sixth generation could find symbols of a family's 
immigrant heritage meaningful. Testing this notion in her sociological study of Armenian-Americans, Anny Bakalian 
(1993:6) found a transformation from 'being' Armenian to 'feeling' Armenian. As she explains: 
One can say one is an Armenian without speaking Armenian, marrying an Armenian, doing business with 
Armenians, belonging to an Armenian church, joining Armenian voluntary associations, or participating 
in the events and activities sponsored by such organizations. (Bakalian 1993:431-2)
The descendants Bakalian interviewed were American, but they felt Armenian.
On interviewing 44 Australian Pullè family members, I recorded claims of a strong sense of both being Italian and 
feeling Italian. 'Personally, I am intrinsically Italian... even though I'm an Australian person... I feel predominantly 
and definitely Italian', said one of Pullè's grandsons (third generation). Most descendants expressed an affinity with 
Italy, but many of the fourth and fifth generations also said that they felt a bit Italian because of their knowledge of 
the family's history.
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The Pullè family crest 
 
Courtesy of the Pullè family of Italy
 
Family Custodians 
Well before multiculturalism, the Pullè family had anchored their Italian heritage in certain cultural landmarks such 
as sites and traditions. There were also family custodians whose knowledge fuelled an interest in the Italian 
ancestry. Since 1905, Pullè, his wife and their children had settled in a pre-Federation home in Sydney, called 
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'Gordon House'. One of Pullè's great grandsons (fourth generation) recalled it as 'a sort of extraordinary place...
[holding] a significant part of the [family] history.' Adjacent to the homestead was the family business, the Excelsior 
Macaroni Factory, remembered by one Pullè's great-granddaughters (fourth generation) for the 'smell the drying 
spaghetti' and the sight of 'whole racks of the spring-light pasta, hanging [and] drying'. These sensations were put 
to good use in the kitchen, instilling a certain nostalgia about Italian cooking. 
Both Gordon House and the factory represent the structural boundaries for a vibrant family tradition where the 
external family continued to gather over four generations. Both remained in the family for around 60 years. This 
suggests that the third and fourth generations had access to historic and emotional meanings generated from these 
sites, and to the rituals they helped facilitate.
 
Lithograph of Gordon House, Brighton-le-Sands, Sydney  
 
Courtesy of the artist, Susan Parry, great-granddaughter of Giovanni and Sarah Pullè
But there was another crucial site for the Australian Pullè family: Italy. Over time, many descendants travelled to 
Italy, most significantly those who voluntarily took up a custodianship role as the family historians.
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Giovanni Pullè's daughter, Margarita Pullè and Antonio Folli's wedding day celebration, 1916 
 




Pullè family and friends, picnic at Gunnamatta Bay, circa 1915 
Courtesy of Susan Parry 
Amongst the custodians, Pullè's daughter, Irene (Renie) Pullè de Mostuejouls (1889-1965), and granddaughter, 
Yolanda Pullè-Sampson (1916-2001), stand out as, while both had married, neither had children.
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Irene Pullè de Monstuejouls with her brother, Guido Pullè 
 




Renie and Yolanda spent time in Italy where, separately, they experienced an immersion not only into Italian life, 
but also into their Italian family. Felice Pullè met them both and gave each a personal copy of his family history 
book, considered 'a family heirloom' today. These aunts also maintained contact with their Italian cousins over the 
years through letter writing. 
Armed with first-hand experience and a book that contained the family tree, pictures, and recollections, Renie and 
Yolanda took a particular interest in their nieces and nephews. As voluntary family custodians, the aunts shed light 
on the importance of the family name, its noble title, stories from Italian history, and family lore. The family motto 
is 'Pol en vaillance est lion' [the fighting rooster is as fierce as the lion] - a motto that has been interpreted to mean 
courage, pride and endurance. The work of these custodians found fertile ground in an environment of family rituals 
centred on family gatherings, food, wine, music, and interaction. Renie and Yolanda, amongst others, instigated a 
curiosity about and a feeling of belonging to a special family. The fact that it had Italian roots influenced the 
perceptions of the fifth generation and created a sense of Italianness.
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Australians, James Charker-Pullè and Kieran Pullè, and Italian, Frangiotto Pullè  
at the Australian Pullè Family Reunion, 1999 
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Cutting the Pullè reunion cake, third generation, Australians, Zita Pullè Simitsopoulis 
and Italia Pullè Dewhirst, with Italian, Lina Pullè (on far right), 1999 
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Pullè’s great-granddaughter, Susan Parry with her own artwork on the family album, 1997
 
Conclusion 
Family history remains at odds with professional history. But it can offer important insights into the transformations 
of ethnic identity when taking approaches from the disciplines of anthropology, sociology and cultural geography 
into account. Perhaps, as American sociologist, James Crispino (1980:159) suggests, a persistent Italian identity 
across several generations is more like a 'label' than an authentic identity. Then again, what is authenticity when, in 
the process of migrating, the status of the migrant at the very least undergoes a transformation (Fitzpatrick 
1995:138)? Family history will nevertheless remain important to the discipline of history because it motivates the 
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general public to take an interest in history.
About the Author
Dr Catherine Dewhirst teaches history at the University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba. This article draws 
upon her PhD thesis.
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